
Escape room

ESCAPE YOUR PHD

Overview

Age group No age limit - contains no inappropriate content

No. of participants min. 3 max. 6

Subject matter Introducing new Researchers to undertaking a PhD at Durham

Keywords PhD, Research

Playing time 1 hour + Briefing / debriefing time

Authors Robin Watson, Henna Bains, Mariam Sarhan, Jow Twemlow,
Patricia Manzano-Rodriguez, Aofie Marie, Julie Mulvey, Simon
Rees

In a few words

The successful researcher escape room project challenged a group of postgraduate students to
develop an escape room exploring the characteristics of being a successful researcher.  To test
the system - the escape rooms were undertaken by a group of academics participating in a
leadership development programme.  The students developed a wide range of skills such as
creative and logical thinking and team work and collaborative skills. The academics found it a
useful activity to reflect on the skills required by a research team.  Following the successful trial
the escape room was undertaken by cohorts of postgraduate research students.

Learning outcomes

1. To develop awareness of a range of PhD support services;
2. To develop problem solving and team work skills;
3. To develop awareness of a range skills required to undertake a PhD.
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Use scenario

The escape room is set up in Google Forms and the students work through a series of
activities providing the correct answers to puzzles and moving through a sequence.  The
form can be copied and reused for new groups.

LINK TO TAKE THE ESCAPE ROOM:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdWR6kKhWRgsKMcBbcK7-nM202SWx2_wqL
Um1GtwZOr2w0sxQ/viewform

Gameflow
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdWR6kKhWRgsKMcBbcK7-nM202SWx2_wqLUm1GtwZOr2w0sxQ/viewform
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Escape room set-up

Escape room materials:

Link to Escape Room:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdWR6kKhWRgsKMcBbcK7-nM202SWx2_
wqLUm1GtwZOr2w0sxQ/viewform

A google form was created to set up the online escape room.  A series of tasks were part of
the form that needed passwords/codes to allow progression to further tasks.

The aim of the escape room is to introduce new early career researchers to Durham
University to opportunity to explore activities that are required as part of their PhD research
studies during their time at Durham.

Room reboot

The Escape Room Google Form can be copied and reused for different cohorts of students.
Students can work on these activities either individually or in groups.  During our trial runs of
these we found that the activities worked better in groups as they introduced students to
each other.  During Covid - all researcher activities were carried out independently and
providing an online mechanism for them to work with other early career researchers was an
added bonus.
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Escape room in action

Starting the escape room

The escape room has its own introduction and own instructions requiring very little
interaction from the escape room master.
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Playing the escape room

The Escape Room is entirely online.  You need to login to Google and follow the instructions
in the tasks lists.  There are 10 tasks to complete and you can either do them in order to
keep returning to the main page and choose which tasks you want to take.  All the answers
are marked as either correct with some success criteria - which is worth reading fully - and if
not you are invited to retake the tasks.
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See list of sections below.  The escape room participant selects an option from the list and
clicks on the Next button to view that particular section.  They can return to this section if
they wish to jump to questions not in sequence.
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TASK ONE
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ANSWER - threeminutethesis

Remember that the email indicated that all responses should be in lower case and no
spaces
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TASK TWO - REFERENCING
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ANSWER - mendeley

SUCCESS PANEL
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TASK 3 - DATA COLLECTION
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ANSWER - nsmv

n = nine
s = sharepoint
m = michener *
v = viator

*Since writing this escape room the link to the recommended reading for writing a
data management plan is behind a password -
https://www.dur.ac.uk/internal/research.innovation/outputs/data.management/plannin
g/dmp/ .
Here is a direct link to the article:
https://wiki.lib.sun.ac.za/images/a/aa/Plos-michener.pdf

SUCCESS PANEL
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TASK 4  - SUPERVISOR

This task gives some information about the weekly supervisor meeting and asks that
you work out where the supervisory meeting is going to take place.
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TASK 5 - TEACHING

This task asks you to login to a computer by figuring out the code from a line of
gibberish.
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ANSWER - caputdraconis

Look for the ‘strange document’ you were given in the previous task for the key to
solve this puzzle

SUCCESS PANEL
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TASK 6 - LANGUAGE TRAINING

For this task you need to work out a five digit code to unlock a door.  This requires
some investigatory work!

ANSWER - 81374
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Oito - 8  (Portugese)
Tredici - 13  (Italian)
Sju - 7  (Swedish)
Vier - 4  (German)

SUCCESS PANEL
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TASK 7 - PLAGIARISM

Find a three digit code from a video and transcript that lets you know how much you
can spend on travel costs for your conference.

Message from your Supervisor - watch the following video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYvLNcg2yrc
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ANSWER - 182
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TASK 8 - EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
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ANSWER - deadline

SUCCESS PANEL
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TASK 9 - PEER SUPPORT
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ANSWER - thesiswhisperer

SUCCESS PANEL

E
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TASK 10 - CHALLENGE
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ANSWER - may

SUCCESS PANEL
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Everything is Completed

One final task to finish off the Escape Room …

ANSWER - copenhagen

Working out the answers to all tasks - most of the success panels have a letter in the
top left corner.  Put them all together and assemble them in the correct order to get
the country.
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COMPLETION OF ESCAPE ROOM
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